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Superpower Nuclear Minimalism
in the Post-Cold War Era?
Eric K. Graben

During the Cold War, the United States and the Soviet Union competed in building

weapws -- now it seems like America and Russia arc ampcting to get rid of them the !kstc-st.

The lengthy proc.m of formal arms control has been rcplaal by exchanges of unilateral force

reductionsand one-and-a-half page Joint Understandings to be codiflcd in much briefer treatia

than ST.4RT. Should superpower nuclear stratqies change along with fou Pstu.res?

President Bush has yet to make a formal prcmounccmcn!on .post<old War American nuclca

strategy, and it is uncertain if the Soviet/Russian clxtrine of reasonable sufficiency formulated

in the Gorbachev era actuslly he!alds a change in strategy. Some of the provisions in the June

1992Joint Understanding on Reductions in Offensive Wratcgic Weapons arc mmpatiblc with a

change in stmtcgy, Whether such a change has actually occurred remains to b seen.

With the end of the Cold War and the breakup of the Soviet Union, the strategic

Cmironmcnt has fundamcntally changed, so ~!would seem logical 10reexamine strategy as well,

1
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There are two main schoolsof nuclear strategic thought: a maximalist school, which emphasizes

counterforce superiority and nuclear war-fighting capability, and a MA.D-plusschool, which

emphasizes stivability of an assured destruction capabili~ along wit!! the ability to deliver

small, limited nuclear attacks in the event that conflict occurs. The MAD-plus stm~gy is the

more logical of the two strategies, because the maximalist strategy is based on an attempt to

cmventionalize nuclear weapons which is unrealistic.

Yet throughout the Cold War, both the United States and the Soviet Union adhered to

the maximalist concept of deterrence. Both governments believed security was provided by

preparing for a war with the other. ~th s~te’s mili@y ~~blishments ~liev~ that ~s

required a nuclear war-fighting capability where nuclear weapons were treated as extremely

destructive conventionalweapons. Civilian leade’~were unwilling to challenge the murnptions

on which strategic doctrine was based. Even if a government had daired to rqjcct the

maximalist strategy and adopt the MAD-plus strategy, it would have been unsafe to do so

unilaterally. Someone believing in the maximalist strategy is unlikely to find the MAD-plus

strategy credible. Since deterrence is a subjective thing, one has to have a deterrent force that

the opponent, not oneself, considers a good deterrent. Therefore, if one side was maximalist,

then th~ other side must be so as well for stable deterrence to obtain.

Now that the Cold War is over, it maybe possible for America and Russia (or the CIQ

to abandon their maximalist, war-fighting nuc!cu strategies and adopt the MAI1-plus strategy.

What makesthis possible is the change in threat perception that has occurred with the end of the

Cold War. Neither state cxmiders the other a dire threat to itssecurity. If the MAD-plus

strategy is adopted by both sides, future reductions in nuclear arsenals will be facilitated, the
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portionof the peace dividemdfkomstrategic forces can be maximized, and strategic stability will

be enhanced in the event that future conflict arises.

‘l%eeuphoria over the end of the Cold War might lead one to ask, why worry about

nuclear strategy at all? Pe~hapsall we have to worry about is making sure old Soviet weapons

do not get sold to the Third World? Russia, even on its own, will remain at least a nuclear

superpower, and either a new union of former Soviet republics or a united nuclear command in

the CIS will certainly constitute a nuclear superpower. Nuclear weapons arc riot going to go

away by themselves, and U.S.-Russian relations are unlikely to be as cordial as U.S.-British

relations, so Americastill needs to deter ~Aesuccessor to the Soviet Union. This should be done

as inoffensivelyas possible. If Russia is less threatened, it can devote more of its resources to

developing a capitalist economic system and a democratic political system, which in turn

enhances American security. There is a chance that a fascist or otherwise hostile government

could arise in the fomwr Soviet Union. Historically, one of the ways dictators have gained

popular support is by claiming a need to defend against an external threat. Adopting a MAD-

plus strategy will make the United Statcwlew threatening to the CIS and help minimize the

chance of a hostile regime arising in the former Soviet Union. It is important to note though,

that the United Statesshould adopt a MAD-plusnuclear strategy only if the former Soviet Union

does as well, becausea MAD-plus strategy and force posture cannot reliably deter a maxima!ist

opponent as will be discussed below,
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l?re nvo Ni4ciearStrategies

Two main approaches to nuclear strategy have dominated the discussion of nuclear

deterrence since the dmm of the nuclear age. The first is the max.irnaliststrategy, also known

as the countervailingstrategy, which treats nuclear war in much the same way as conventional

war. The second is the MAD-plus strategy, which is based on the realtition that nuclear

weaponsare fundamentallydifferent from conventionalweaponsbecause of their destructiveness.

Both strategies seek to achieve the same goals, and both ultimately rely on the assured ability

to destroy an opponent state as a functioning society, hercdter referred to as an assured

destructioncapability. lhey differ on what is required to achieve stable deterrence beyond the

assured destructioncapability. The goals of both strategies are as follows,

1. The deterrence of the use of nuclear weapons
2. The termination of nuclear war as quickly as possible and on terms as favorable as

possible should war occur
3. The continuedcxistencc and political independent of the United States and its
vital allies (the West European states and Japan)

ASSUREDDESTRUCTIONAND THE MIMMALIST SCHOOL OF IX3TERRENCE.

Boththe maximalistand MAD-plus deterrent strategies are sophisticated revisions of the simpler

minimalist nuclear strategy, so this strategy will be outlinod first. All nuclear strategies are

basedon certainassumptionsabout the nature of nuclear war, The minimalist assumptions are:

(1) No political goal is worth the prke of receiving a strategic nuclear attack. (2) It is

i,mpmsibleto limit the damage from a massive nuclear attack. (3) Escalation to massive nuclear

exchanges from Alesser conflict is so likely that it must be treated as a certainty; therefore a

nuclear war cannot be fought, The implication of these assumptions is what Mc@orgc Bundy
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has called ‘existemialdetcrmw’: the prospect of having one’s country made into a smoking,

radiating ruin is enough to deter anyone fmm ever using nuckar weapons under any

circumstan~. Therefore, any

opponent’s nucleiwweapons.1

aggression should be deterred simply by the existence of an

‘Hard core’ minimalists would prescribe that America needs only the possiiiility, not

necessarily the catain~, of just a few (perhaps 10) nuclear weapons suwiving an attack to hake

a seam deterrent. More padent minimalists require the existence of an assured destruction

capability, that is, a nuclear force L$atm survive an opponent’s strongest attack and still inflict

unacceptabledamage on the opponent. Such a capability is often referred to as the McNamara

criteria. Accord~~gto the McNamara criteria, ‘unacceptable damage’ is the destruction of 20 ~

to 30 percent of the populationof the former Soviet Union and 50 to 70 percent of its industrial

Capability.aTo ensure such destruction, the United States needs 200 to 400 survivable equivalent

megatons (EMT) worth of nuclear warheads.’

Strategic stability is achieved when both sides have an assure$ destruction capability

producing a situationof mutualassured destruction or MAD.

own destruction by striking first, neither has an incentive to

Since neither side can prevent its

attack, so the situation is stable,

Beyondtne McWmara criteria, further

massive deploymentof hard-target-kill

weaponsare unnecessary and cii even be harmful,

capable weapons might lead one to believe that a

me

first-

strike can meaningfullylimit damage when, in fact, it cmmt. This in mm might lead one to

believe nuchr wars c-=.be safely fought thus weakening deterrence.

Very few, if any, ‘real pmple’ are minimalists, The assumption that any conflict will

escalate to massive nuclear attacks on cities was proven false very early in the nuclear age by

,+.,/
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the Korean War. Since the possibility of escalation to massive nuclear exchanges would not

deter all attacka, lesser options were deemed necaary. During the Kennedy administration,

the addition of limited options to the assured destruction

doctrine of flexible response, which was NATO’s strategy

capability was formalized in the

for dealing with Soviet numerical

conventionalsuperiority. According to the doctrine of flexible response, NATO might have to

resort to the use of nuclear weapons to halt a Soviet advance into Western Europe. It was

necessary to have some nuclear options besides a massive attack on Soviet citim which would

lead to a mutually devastating response in kind. During the Nixon, Ford, and Carter

administrations, flexible response was expanded int~~the countem.iling strategy, which called

for nuclear options ranging from the use of a few nuclear artillery shells to masaive strategic

attacks on the Soviet s.ategic arsenal. The rationale for LNOS was developed in response to

the threat of a Soviet invasion of Western Europe, which is no longer at all likely, but the

rationale for LNOSapplies to any mnflict that could arise between nuclear powers, not just one

centered in Europe.

MAXIMALISM.4The maximalist

assumptions from the minimalist school.

or countervailing strategy is based on some different

The maximalist agrees with the minimalist that no

politicalgoal is worth the price of having one’s cities destroyed in a massive countenfalue attack,

hut because of this, the maximalist assumes that it is impossible to credibly thrmten to launch

such an attackexcept as a response in kind, The maximalist strategy further assumes that it is

likely that nuclear war can be kept limited and escalation to unacceptable levels can be

prevented,becauseit is illogical to escalate to full-scalecountervalue exchanges, Some, but not
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all, maximalists ah believe that it is possible to meaningfully limit damage to one’s own

country by usingcountefforce attacks on an opponent’s nuclear arsenals

The assumption that escalation can probably be controlled mplie9that the United States

needs to be able to fight an extended nuclear war at any level of conflict. l% United States

may not be able to win such a war, but it should certainly be able to avoid losing it, and it must

make an opponent sure that it cannot win. In order to fight at high levels of nuclear war, the

United States must be able to attack the nv:lear arsenal of its opponent with what are called

counterforce attacks. It must also minimize the vulnembility of its own arsenal to such an attack.

Therefore, highly survivable counterforce capability is necessary for deterrence. An opponent

must not be able to get into a ‘better’ strategic position by initiating a cmnterforce exchange,’

JO the UNted States needs an arsenal such that the U.S. -Russian/CIS ratio of counterfoe

capable warhead is not significantly worse after a ccmnterforce exchange than it was to begin

with, and such that all of the military targets in Russia or the CIS can be covered after absorbing

a counterforce first strike. Such an ability would allow the United States to credibly threaten

to fight at any level of conflict without hat mg to resort to mutually-suicidal attacks on cities.

The ultimate deterrent for the maximalist school i~ the threat to destroy the leadership

of its opponent, not the threat to destroy cities. One reason for this change in the deftition of

‘assureddatruction’ from the minimalist definition is that it is immoral to attack civilians under

tie ChristianJust War tradition. Another reason is that deterrence is ultimately assured by the

ability to destroy what an opponent values most. The minimalist school assumes that the Soviet

Iendership, or now Russia or the CIS, values its population and industry the most. The

maximalist school also believes th~t Soviet or Russian I=ders value their population amd
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industry, but what they value most is themselves. So the ultimate deterrent is the ability to

destroy RuSsiafI leaders. Because of the immorality of targeting civilians, the maximal.ist

believes no American leader would ever be willing to execute such a stike and could not

credibly threaten to do so.

Many leadership targets in the former Soviet Union are based in hardened bunkers, and

modem ICBMS,which makeup a large part of superpower strategic arsenals, particularly in the

CIS, are based in hardenedsilos, so counterfwce capability is usually equated with hard-target-

kill capability. Currently the CM has about 1,400 missile silos and perhaps thousands of

leadership bunkers. For all practical purposes under START and the June 1992 Joint

Un&rstanding, the maximalistwould advocate deploying as many suMvable, hard-target-kill

capable wcapons as possible to be able to cover the target base after absorbing a first strike.

One of the last AmericanCold War plans for nuclear war listed 50,000 targets and required the

ability to ‘lit 5,400 targets with about 3,800 weapons after absorbing a first strike.’ The number

of hard targets within this total could go down as ICBMSare dismantled under START and the

Mure treaty based on the Joint Understanding, but the number of survivable warheads should

still be maximized to obtain the most favorable post+xchange nuclear-balance.

The maximalist school seeks to ‘conventionalize’ nuclear weapons using them only to

attack an opponent’sl~dership and military targets, which is compatible withjw inM1o ethics

and which seeks to makeit possible to rationally use strategic nuclear weapons on a large scde.”

This meansthe maximalistseeks to find a military utility for strategic weapons, where ‘military

utility’ is defined as beingable to contribute to vanquishing an opponent in combat. It is hoped

that massivecivilian casualties and economic loss can be avoided either by limiting the conflict
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to military targets by implicit mutual agreement with the opponent or, depending on the

strategist, by actually destroying, with counterforce sbikes, an opponent’sabiMyto attack cities.

The primary difference between the MA.D-PIusschool and the maumalist whool is that MAD-

plus considers such conventionalizationimpossible becauw of the immense destructive power

of strategic weapons.

THE MAD-PLUSSCHOOLOF DETERRENCE.9 The IkUD-plus strategy assumes that

the collateral damage to civilians from any large-scale use of nuclear weapons, regardless of

intended target, would constitute assured destruction and would be too great a price to pay for

any politicalgoal. It is also assumed that the likelihood of esdation from a low level of nuclear

conflict to counteivalue exchan~es, while not certain, is likely, espcidly if large attacks are

utilized. The MAD-PIusstrategist agm with the maximalist that the thmt to launch a massive

countervalue strike is not a credible response to most provocations, so some LNO capability is

neuxsary. To meet the two goals of avoiding escalation to catastrophic levels of conflict arid

maintain credibility of response, the MAD-plus school advocates the threat to use very small

LNOs. As Thornm Schellinghas pointed out, the sole purpose of such LPKls is to demonstrate

a resolve to continue to fight unless an equitable cessation of hostilities is act,icved.iO Because

of the destructivenessof strategic weapons and the size and survivability of supxpower arsenals,

they cannot be used to achieve mditary victory.

A typical LNO for the MAD-plus school would involve using a handful of weapons to

destroy a fraction of an opponent’s oil refining capacity (a few large, sof? refineries). Such an

attack woulddemonstrate that all of the capacity could be destroyed, but would also demonstrate

that the remainder of the refineries could be preserved by an cessation of hostilities, giving the
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opponent an incentive to terminate hostilities. The ~AD-PIus school Of dtXarenCC would

prescribe a detemnt force capable of fielding the Mckmara criteria of 200 to 400 survivable

EMT af?er no more than a couple of hundred weapons have been allocated for use in LNOS.

Why is M4D-Pha the Better Strategy?

Of the two strategies, the MAD-plus strategy is objectively the logical one. The attempt

to conventionalizenuclear weapons in the maximalist strategy is impossible and produces false

or at least questionable assumptions. Deterrence is, however, a subjective thing, not an

objective thing. A good deterrent is determined in the eyes

beauty is in the eye cf the beholder. Therefore, if one’s

strategy, it may be necessary ta adopt what one knows is

9pponent. ‘

of the person to be deterred, like

opponent believes in an illogi&

an illogical strategy to deter the

The maximalist stmegy assum~ that massive counterforce strikes are ‘limited’, which

meansthat they produce significantly fewer civilian casualties than countemlue attacks and also

that targeting leadership instead of civilians in order to provide the ultimate deterrent ‘will

significantly reduce civilian casualties. No one will know for sure what the casualtia from a

nuclear war would be because of a fortunate lack of empirical evidence, but the best estimates

of experts sugge9t that massive cmnterforce attacks could produce up to tens of millions of

casualties. The Mice of Technology Assessmentestimated in 1979 that 20 million Americans

and 10 million Soviets could oie from prompt effects alone in a Soviet-initiated wunterforce

exchange compared to tlw 90-180 million American and 60100 million Soviet casualties

respectively from a cmntervalue exchange.11 Barbara Levi, Frank von Hippel, and WiL i

//
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Dougherty have revised the ~A estimate using a more sophisticated computer model. They

estimate that counterforcc strikes could produce 13-34 million American deaths and 12-27

million Soviet deaths compared to 25-60 million American casualties and 95-77 million Soviet

deaths from a countervalue exchange.12 Since most Soviet leadership targets probably are

locard near or in cities, counterleadership attacks would memble countervalue attacks in the

casualties they produce. Even if most leadership targets are not in or near cities, they are in

hardened bunkers similar to ICBM silos, so the collateral damage tiom a count.erleadership

attack would at least resemble the damage from a counterforw attack.

The question is, what level of destruction will deter a potential adversary? The Soviet

Union suffered about 20 million casualties in MWII spread out over about 4 yeara. Since it

survived, this numberof casualties might not be sufficient for assured destruction. It is fhirly

certain that neither superpowerwould initiate an exchange leading to such casualties for political

gain such as conqueringnew territory or winning a proxy conflict in the thhd world, since no

such gain wouldbe worth this cost. The Soviet Union did not initiate hostilities in 1941. It is

plausible though, that a state would be willing to incur such casualties for a vital interest like

national survival. No one claims that the Soviet Union would have been better off by

surrendering to Adolph Hitler. A lesser but still vital interest like the surviva! of America’s

European allies or access to vital natural resources like Middle Eastcm oil mayor may not be

worth the cost of such casualties depending on the person making the decision. Whether a state

could incur suchcasualties in a few days and sumive the ensuing dislocation as a functioning

state is debatable. Even if a state could and would accept 20 million casualties, Levi, von
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Hippelpand Dougkty, estimate that counterfome casualties could be 65 percent higher than

this.

While it may be unm whether or not the casualties fivm a counterfme exchange

would be enough to deter any agg=ion, it is more certain that such exchanges would produce

no militarily useful result that would vmquish an opponent in the traditional military definition

of victory. Since the early 1960s, neitk side has had any chanw of being able to prevent its

opponent from launching a counterwdue scccmdstrike by launching a counterforce first strike.

It is unlikely that, even with the end of the Cold War, America and Russia (or the CIS) will

disarm themselves to the point of giving the other a damage-limiting, first-strike capability.

llms, if one state launched a ‘limited’ counterforce first strik, it would not be able to ensure

the safety of its own ci*s, it would not enhance the credibility of a th.reatcned fol.low+m

cwntervalue strike, and it would have greatly angered its opponent by killing tens of millions

of its citimm ?lw oppment might not even be able to tell that the SW was a ‘limited strib’.

Massive counterforce attacks could flemonstmte a resolve to continue to fight, which

could serve the political goal of termination of hostilities on favorable terms. As Thomas

Schellinghas pointed out, the purpose of limited nuclear attach is to demonstrate such resolve

by demonstrating tk ‘vitalness’of a parkular interest.13 The massive counterforcc attacks’of

the maxirnalht sclml would certainly demons~mterewlve if perceived as limited, but they :

would produce immensely greater casualties than all past wars but one have produced

historically.

more likely

countervahe

Becauseof the size of the strikes and the casualties produced,

to be mistaken for a dcdision to commit mutual suicide

exchange, rather than a decision to demonstrate resolve to

they also are much

by engaging in a

fight by holding a
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segment of a natkm’a inch. trial base at risk. If, for some reason, one wanted to produce as

many carnal- as produced by a massive countcrfou atbwk, this could Ix done with much

fewer, leas capable weapons then the countcrforce attack would require.

The likelihoodof ewdation tim ‘limited’countcrforce attach * another assumption

of the rnaximalistschool questionable: the assumption that nuclear war can probably bc kept

I.imitcd. No maxirnalist catcgoricadly believe-sit can, but their arguments suggest that the

possibility is at least high. It is possible that a nuclear war would be tcnninatcd short of an all-

out nuclear exchange, but it is also very pssible that it would not. No rational Ieadcr would

c.wdatc to mutually-suicidalcountcm.luc attacks, but leaders may become irrational duc to fear

or other ~ of Clmmwitzian friction, or they may act in what would w to be an

irrational manner bccausc of a nuclear ‘fog of war’. The numbers of wca~mns~ fa

large countcrfon Wikcs (up to thouwnds) and the immense casualtica prodwad by such strikca

arc much more likely to be mistaken for a massive countcmluc sittackthan the much wnalh

limited nuclau attacks in the MAD-plus strwcgy.

The LNOsof the MAD-plus strategy would demonstrate political resolve Wh much 1-I

risk of being mistakenfor mcalation to countcnmlue attacks and with much fewer casualties than

rnasdve oountcrforceattacks, 7’he maximaht strategy usually does include small LNOs like

those of the MAD-plus st.mtcgy, but h is the large mmtcrforcc options that are usually

cmphasiz+ almost *Othe exclusion of the smaller options. The maximalist strategy is not

critlciud here for excluding s,nall LNCh but rather for Includlnglarge ones. The LNOSof the

MAI)-plus strategy wouldbc on the order of tens of weaponsat most. An attack by 7 Poseidon

SLhMs and 3 Minuteman III ICBMS auld destroy around 73 pcunt of the former Soviet
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Union’s oil refining capacity producing about 1 million prompt fatalities.” A fraction of this

small strike force aimed at the refineries M.best from cities could destroy a smaller fraction of

Russianoil refining capacity, signaling a capability to destroy the rest of this vital indushy but

also signalinga willingness to let Russia presem its industry by prompt cessation of hostilities,

all while producing casualties well below the level of total casualties in past rnqjor twentieth

centurywan.

The MAD-plus strategy does not make victory possible, but it provides the positive

aspects of the maximalist strategy (assured second strike capability, flexible LN(h to

demonstrate resolve and enhance credibility) without the negative aspects (massive casualti~

from ‘limited’ attacks that prochm no military benefits, possibility of being mistaken for a

massiveoountmvalueattack thus increasing the risk of escalation). The maxirnalist stmtegy is

based on an attempt to conventionalize nuclear weapons by using them solely on military and

leadership targets and thus avoid thejw in MO prohibitions against harming innocent civilians

and escalating the wnflict to disprcqmtionately destructive levels of violerm. The high amount

of collated damage “’at results from the inherently destructive nature of strategic weapons

makes such conventi. Aization impossible.

The MAD-plus strategy a!so has the benefit of prescribing chciaperand less threatening

form postures. Since the minimalist strategy seeks the maximum smdvable countorforce

capability allowal by treaty, and in some cases, even a damage limitation capability, the force

postures that logically follow from this strategy can aily lMmistaken as an attempt to develop

a first-strike capability, which is destabilizing, The MAD-plus strategy does not specifically

require hard-target-kill capability (though high weapons accumcy 1s desirable for limiting



collateral damage from LNOS), and it doa not have

‘sc&ing tk most possible’ that the maxinudist StllitCgy

15

the opewnc)ad force requirements of

does, so the MAD-plus deterrcmt force

is unaffected by hirly broad fluctuations in opponent capability. This in turn leads to chapr

force posture, since the most expensive capabilities of strategic weapons, high ~czuracy and

maximal survivability,arc not in as high demand.

If the MAD-plusstrategy is better than the maximalist strategy, why did both the United

Statesand the SovietUnion followa maxima.listshtegy during the Cold War? Nuclear decision

makers may no$have understood the irrationality of the muimtist stiwgy. Even if Weydid,

it would still be nomsary to adopt the maximalist strmegy if it _ that one’s opponent

believed in the maxhalist strategy. The reason is that deterrence is a subjective thing - what

deters is determined in the eyes of the party to be deterred. A maximalist believes that a

favorable or at least neutral balance of sumivable counterforcc aqxbility is naaaary for

deterrence. If sucha balance does not exist then deterrence does not exist, and the side favored

in the oounterforcebalance will gain political leverage. 15If this is believed, then a M.AD-plus-

prescribed fom psture would not provide stable deterrence because it does not ensure a

favorablo or neutral sumkable countcrforce balance. Therefore, a MAD-PIus fcmx posture

cannot reliably deter a maximalist.

During the ColdWar, the dmtrinc and force postures of both superpowers suggested that

they adhered to the maximalist strategy. Roth sides engaged in an arms ma to deploy more and

better hard-target-kill capable weapons. Both sides, even if they preferred the MAD-plus

strategy, had to judge from their opponent’s force posture and doctrine that there was ●

si~niflcantchance that the opponent was a maximalist. Therefore, the ‘reluc’mt’ side had to be
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rna.ximalistas well. This reluctant maximalism is ilhMtrat.cdby Harold Brown’s reports as

Sccrctary of Defense in the late 1970s. Brown pointed out that a nuckar war could not& won

and damage could not be limited, which arc MAD-plus assumptions, but he also pointed out that

we had to deter the Soviet Union, and it was not obvious that the Soviets held these beliefs.

‘f’hercforc, the United States had to adopt a maximalist fo- posture and doctrine in case the

Soviet Union was maximalist.16

If this was the case in the past, why can we change to MAD-plus strategies now’) What

do we ntd to do? America and Russia, or the CIS, need ‘o admit simultaneously that ‘the

empror has no clothes’, that the maximalist strakgy is objectively flawed, and the mason both

siacs adhered to it during the Cold War was for fear that the other side believed it and could

only be deterred if the first side pretended to believe it as well.

America had genuine fear that it might have to fight the Sovb Union in the Cold War,

and maintaineda constantreadiness for war, including massive nuclear war, bccausc of this fuu.

The Soviet Unionclaimed to have the same fear of America. American ~rformancc in the Gulf

War suggests tit the Soviet Union had good cause to fear our capabilities, if not our intent.

The necessity to prepare to fight and the horror of nuclear war lead to the attempt to

conventionalize nuckar wcapcm. Now that the Cold War is over and the ‘evil empire’ has

callapwl, this f- VWalmost totally diwppcared, As long as the feaxexisted, it was difficult

to change from the ma.ximaliststm[egics adopkd because of this mutual fear. As statements by

PrcsidenU Bush and Yeltsin sqggest, the dcclinc of fear has lead both Amen’caand Russia to

seek arms reductions.i’
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Wtat is the SituatfonNow? The Milita~ Ektablishmerks ad Acadbu”a

Currently,M the Imencan and former Soviet miliary establishments seem to continue

to adhere to the maximalist strategy. Civilians in both states, primarily in the academic

community in America and in the Academy of Sciences and Russian Foreign Ministry in the

former SovietUnion, are advocating MAD-plus strategies. Traditionally, the executive branches

of both governments have awepted military primacy in strategic doctrine, but recently, it has

became difficult to tell which strategy, if any, the Bush and Yeltsin administrations adhere to.

THE AMERICAN DEBATE. Throughout the last years of the Cold War, the U.S.

Departmentof Defense propounded a strategy that was classic maxirnalism,’” In late 1!?! 31,M

the SovietUnion dissolved, the commander in chief of the Strategic Air Command (CinCSAC)

commissioneda report titled ‘The Role of Nuclear Weapons in the New World Order’ ~wn

as the ‘Reed Report’ after the chairman of the committee that produced it. The Reed repwt

uslled for umlateral reductions of the U.S. stmtegic arsenal to a level of 5,~ warheads * 20

permt. 19The report specifically rej=ted the adoptionof a minimal deterrent considering it ‘the

least credible of all nuckar pstures’ .m It also specifically called for retention of counterforce

Iargeting,zi Thus the most recent st.mtcgicanalysis to come out of DoD is still maxima.list.

In the Americancivilian community, sevend analyses have recenUycome out adv~ting

MAD-plusstrategi~ or at least detenvmt postures that are more compatible with a MAD-plus

strategy thanwith a maximalist strategy, Harold Feiveson and Frank von Hippcl have producd

a plan callin~ for the deployment of highly survivable strategic forw of about 2,~ warheads

to implementa stmtcgy of’ finite deterrence’, which inc!udcs an Assureddestruction capability

plus small LNOs,n ‘h National Academy of Sciences has released ‘,report ding for U.S.
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reductions to 3,~ to 4,0MIstrategic warheads on each side and ultimately to 1,CN)Oto 2,CMXl

warkds ‘as work!conditions improve’.= ‘llw study excludes an opponent’s strategic nuclear

fom-~ fkomthe target base which is ccmpitible with a MAD-plus strategy though this strategy

is not spd%xdly CndOti .x ~~ are just two exarnplm fkoma pd of many. X

THE RUSSIAN/CISDEBATE. Soviet nuclear strategy has never ‘beena perfect mimor-

image of Americanshategy, but in the pre-Gorbachev

reasonably similar to Arnerhn maximalistdoctrine.ti

helpal determine the force postures

Wategy, wnsidercd victory in

in Ameriq particularly U.S.

nuclear

nuclear

under the leadership of Marshall N.V.

in the 1970s,

era, Soviet nuclear-strategic doctrine was

The classic Soviet work of the 19@s that

M~hd Sokolovtiy’~ Wfet M~lii~~~

war possible and called for targeting all types of targets

Weapons.m In the 1980s, Soviet doctrk was revisal

Ogarkov, but these revisions did not focus M nuclar

strategic dcxtrine. Victory in nuclear war was declared to be impossible, but Sokolovskiy’s

targeting &chine was never specifimlly rejected.a

The doctine of ReusonabkS@’?chcy put forth as part of former Soviet President

Mikhail Gorbachev’spolicy of New l%btkfngprochmd a two-camp division in Soviet strategic

thought similar to the Arnena.n dichotomy. The general preapts of Reasonable Sufficiency,

or as the Soviel military called it, Dq/he Sq@ciency, are as follows:

1. The primary goal of military doctrine is to deter war, both nuclear and wmventional.
2, Military capabilities should be limited to levels capable of stopping aggression only.
3. To deter nuclear war, a situation of mutual assured destruction should be maintained

at tlw lowest psible level of nuclear weapons in the near term, and in the long
term nuclear weapons should be abolished.
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There is substantial debate in the former Soviet Union on precisely what the general

precepts mm. Pre-August coup Soviet military officers believed reasonable sufficiency

involved the ability to deliver ‘crushing rebuffs’ to an aggreswr and demonstrated continued

concern with numerical nuckar parity.s The concern with numerical parity in particular

suggests continued adherence to a maxindist strategy caw.erned with the U.S.-Soviet

counterforce balance. Thus, the former Soviet military establishment seems to want to retain

the old maximaliststrategy but perhaps at lower levels.

The officer!!who most frequently made policy wmouncements during the early days of

w The current leadership, inc!udingreasonablesufficiencyare either no longer alive or m power.

the last SovietJXfense Minister Marshal Yevgeny Shaposhnikov, who is now the commander-@-

chief of the CIS forces including all strategic forces, has yet to make any substantial statemeat

on strategic

current CIS

doctrine, so it would seem likely that military doctrine has not changed. The

military establishment is expending most of its energy trying to ensure a decent

quality of life for its officers and men.

Since 1987Sovietcivilians in the Academy of Sciences and Foreign Ministry have called

for the adoption of a nuclear doctrine similar to the MAD-plus and minimalist strategies.”

Manyof thesecivilians, and even somejunior military offi~rs, have specifically called for the

adoptionof the ‘McNamara Criteria’ from the minimalist nuclw U.rategy.’a Thus a civilian-

military strategic dichotomy exists in the CIS that is similar to the civilian-military dichotomy

in the United States,
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Wat is the Situath Now? TheJune 192 Joint Uiuhshmding

Russian and American political leaders have yet to decide bcbuan Ihe two strategies.

Former PrcaidentGorbachev’sspeecheswere never specific enough to tell what doctrine, if any,

he adhcral to. For example, about the most specific tling he said was, ‘the disarmament

process should prmxed on an equal footing, on the basis of stict obsmance of balance at all

stage.s’.~ There is no real way to tell whether he supported maximalism or minimalism. when

still president, he did perm.h the deployment of highly munterforce-apable ‘rnaximalist’

weapons like the SS-24, SS-25, and tie SS-18 mcxi5, but under his policy of Gkmast, he also

permitted civilians Iikc AlcxeiArbotov and Yevgeny Primahv to publicly call for a minimalist

or MAD-plus strategy.

Ordyrecently has Russian President Boris Yeltsin made any pronoummemts on nuclear

strategy of folcc postures. He has said that Russian missiles will no longer b targeted at

American citiu.M This is a confining statement, for Al strategies of deterrence arc ultimately

based on the that to destroy an opponent’s society or leadership, and it ~simpossible to do this

without destroying large portions of an opponent’s population, which is equivalent to targeting

cities. So it is likely thatPmident Yeltsin is seeking to prcacnt m unthreatening appcaranca

to the United StatcawithoutMy understanding nuch%ustrategy, President Bush has not made

any pronouncementson American pt-Cold War nuclear strategy to go along with his actions

on force posture, so the current

ambiguous.

The terms of theJune 1992

nuclw.r strategies for both superpowers are somewhat

Joint Understanding on Roductmns in Offensive Strategic

Arms (which is to be codified in a formal treaty in the near future) suggest that the superpowers

/ J
,
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cald be hcadal toward Wplus nuclear strategies, but the evidemz is not decisive. Below

is a table of the provisions of the Joint Understanding and the two exchanges of proposals that

prcdd it.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

m

All Ucs.dmbgic bombma tshl off ofda.
A.UICBMiJ to b m~vd uoda START
immdualy deactivetat.
Rd-garritoa king progrsmfor MX and
Id o&do Imncbar prog~ for Midcgctmm
~m
Sw n Cmndkd.
CuItint& the B-2P1’o- andSD1.
= aliticm ofMIRVAICBMS.

B-2productiaI~bd ~ 20PtU1-.
MidgefmMlcBMprogruncsncetlai.
PrOd@kmof 475M W88W* for the
Tat U SLBM h,ltd.
%xumuuAt of b advuxd cruime mirsile
Wtd.
l%uductioaof tbe MX iCBM Iu.ltcd.
Fully ftmd SDI.
If (2’JS~ to elimimte MIRVal ICBMS:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

AU dmtagic Immtmrs ta,k oft of slat.
503 ICBMII iouAktcly dachvnted.
R~h on Sovi~ SRAMS ~.
All ambile misui.la to stay in gu7imoM.
Strategic Warbacls cut from 6,(XXJ rqui.rad
by START to 5,~.
Production of SS-24 cad.
Cdl for U. S.-Soviot Im@aticms to *
amenah by mm half.

(1) Elimiaata MX.
(2) DeMIRV MinubmM 111.
(3) R- SLBM~ byt third,
(4) Coavm ● large nurnk of strategic

bombws b canvmticmd use.

~~

1,250strategic warbada ddertd
Six aubmnri.na to be8bipped oflaLmckY.
Roductioo of Bar and B~ack lmmbers
bhd.
M- START levels in 3 y- instad of 7.
Joint U. S,-Ruuian defetm sbcndd replaco
SD1.
U.S. ad Russia ohould CUtarwds to 2,(KXI
to 2,500 WUhd9.

(1) Fsh side WIN IWO a maximum of 3,803 to 4,250 total slmbgic wu-kads.
(2) A maximum of 1,200 MIRVcd ICBM wuheado,
(3) A auximum of 650 warheads on heavy ICBMI.
(4) A maximum of 2,160 SLBM warhmds,
(5) Strategic bornbm tob cOuntedM cmying the MM numberof wmlmidat&Jy

ua equipd to any,
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PbaaorI(to kax4kwIbyd ieycu2003)

(1) A nuxiram of 3,000 to 3,s00 totsl strategic wuheads.
(2) All MIRVed ICBMS must be eliminated.
(3) A msxinmm of 1,750 SLBM W-.

(4) W missika am+t tbe SS-18 -y be dowrdoadod.
(5) Levels to be achicvcd by tlm year 2000 if sufficient U.S. aid for weapons

datmctim u fortkmning,

On the American side, many of President Bush’s actions, particularly the January

unilateral measuresand proposals, are compatible with an intent to adopt a MAD-plus strategy.

The halt in MX production, cancellation of the Midgetman ICBM program, and the January

offer to scrap tie MX and deMiRV the Minuteman III all represent a retreat from counterforce

tmgeting and preoccupation wit!! the counterfme balance. According to Pentagon spokesman

Pete Williams, the UnitedStates will indeed scrap the MX and deMIRV the Minuteman Ill when

the Joint Understanding is codified in ‘START II’.3S ICBMS have traditionally been the

backbone of both American and Soviet hard-target-kill capability, and these reductions will

reduce Americancounterforce capability below what would be required by the simple numerical

cuts required under ‘START 11’.

The cancellation of the W88 warhead is also an action inconsistent with a maximalist

preoccupation with mmterforcc capability. The Trident 11will still have some hard-target-kill

capability, but not nearly as much as it would have with the W88.% The cancellations of thq1

SRAM II and ACM similarly reduce U.S. counterforce capability beyond what is required by

numerical cuts. The systems were intended to enhance the penetrability and hard-target-kill

capability of strategic bombers on a second-strike mission. The proposal to halt B-2 production

after five more plan= arc built could also be a retreat from maximalism, since one of the Air
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Force’s main ratiodu for the plane was to use it to track down mobile Soviet ICBMS in a

nuc%arwar.

President Bush’s actions do not all lean towards the adoption of MAD-plus force

postures. The United States was successful in getting a ban on MIl?Ved ICBMSinclude$ in the

Joint Understanding. This ban till require the elimination of the traditional backbone of the

Soviet/Russian strategic arsenal, MIRVed ICBMS, particularly the SS-18 heavy ICBM.m

Eliminationof the SovietiRussian advantage in MIRVed ICBMShas been a U.S. arms control

goal since SS-17s, 18s, and 19s were deployed shortly after SALT I was signed, and this goal

is indicative of a maximalistdesire to have as favorablea counterforce balance as possible. To

achieve this long-term maximalkt goal, the United States only had to give up a portion of its

traditional st.mtegicstronghold, SLBMS.

The President’s proposals could also be interpreted as an attempt to hang cm to the B-2

bomber, which is the bomber that maximalists prefer most. In the September proposals, the

President sought to retain the B-2 program. The change in the January proposals could reflect

a genuine belief that the reduced threat no longer requires the bomber, or it could represent a

continued cttempt to salvage the program, since building a total of twenty planes instead of

haltingproduction at the 1Splanes that are currently complete or under production will require

keeping the B2 assembly line open til! the next century.’8 The Prwident may be hoping to be

able to resurrect the program in the future.

There are also some ambiguities in the U.S. position, Taking American bombers off of

alert greatly reduces the survivability of American land-based forces in the event of a surprise

attack, Fmmerly synergybetween alert bombers and ICBMSensured that either one or the other
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would suwive any preemptive attack, since no Sovia attack was capable of targeting both

simultaneously.w With American bombers off of alert, both bombers and ICBMS can be

attacked by Russian ICBMS. The only programs that codd presexve land-based weapon

survivabilitywere the MX rail ganison basing and Midgetman hard, mobile launcher programs,

both of which were cancelled. Thus overall American strategic survivability has been greatly

reduced, though not catastrophically. The United Statu fears a loss of control over nuclear

weapons in t!!eCIS, so American bombers may have been taken off of alert to allow the CIS

to reciprocate reducing the likelihood ~. m unauthorized or accidental launch of CIS strategic

bombers.

The reduction in suqmse-attack .e.siliency could represent a retreat fkom concern with

the counterforce balance. To deter a surprise attack, the United Sta@swould be relying solely

on its strategic submarine force, and wou!d have much less survivable counterforcc capability

than it would

:CBMS. The

have if land-bawl survivability were

reduction in surprise-attack resiliency

maintained with alert bombers

could also represent continued

or mobile

adherence

to the maximaliststrategycoupled with a belief that, in the post-Cold War world, the likelihood

of a surprise attack i- so small that it is practically negligible. This is probably a good

assumption, but if the SovietUnion had become benign enough for the United Sta~ to almost

ignore the possibility of surpriseattack, it would swm illogical to plan to continue to spend tens

of billions of dollars on the B-2 bomber, which the administmticmplanned to retain at the time

bombers were taken off of alert. ,

Some of the Bush proposals could suggest a desire to adopt a MAD-plus force posture

in the future, but there is no definitive evidence that maximalism has been rejected. In
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Committee, Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney

1991 p~~~ and behind the U.S. position on

the Joint Understanding. A change in strategy was not listed among the rationalu.

‘W Pruidmt’sSeptember27 initiativehadsevcrd ~fic goals: toreduce the
nuclear threat to the United States and our allies; to reduce instability, qecially
the instability posed by MIRV=I ICBMS; to raluce the financial burden of the
military forces of both sides; and to encourage those in the soviet Union who
were working tom political, economic, and military reforms and to facilitate
their efforts.

The Joint Undemadm- g reflects our best judgcmcnt as to what strategic foma
tha United State3requires to maintain an effaxive deterrent. The requircmetns
are farless than they wcredccmed ncassary inthcpastandrefkt our
recognitionof the changing world. Our analysis took account of the break-up of
the Soviet Union, its reduced capabilities to project conventional PW=, and the
further rductions in titary ~tentid p~misd by this qmment.a

It maybe that the President is seeking to open the dcmr to a mutual U.S.-Russian change

in nuclear smM@eswithouttaking the dangerous, unstable step of doing so unilaterally. If this

is the case, the Pmi&t is ‘doing the right thing’, but there are also several alternative

explanationsfor the Pmidcnt’s proposals. As previously mentioned, some of the proposals may

bean attempt to increase control over nuclear weapons in the CIS. If the United Statu takea

weaponsoff of alert, like the Wategic bombers, Russia and the CIS can do so tcm. Non-alert

weaponszc muchless likely to be accidentally Iaunchai or launched without authorization. The

Bushproposalsmuld also represent ant.inued pursuit of the traditional U.S. arm control goals

of limiting Soviet/CIS MIRVd ICBMS, the weapons wh!ch represent the greatest threat to the

UnitedStates. Anotherpossible motive for U,S, behavior is an attempt to ‘lock in’ quickly dq

cuts in strategic wcapnry without a change ir doctrine in case the CIS reverts to a hostile

government. It is also possible, though, that these measures were proposed solely in reqmnw
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to fiscalpmsllrea minimallyinformed by strategic reasoning and produced by public euphoria

OV~the d Ofh Cold War.

A final psible explanation for U.S. acceptance of less counterfoil capability is a

decline in the rargetbase. Mdership bunkers in the non-Russian republics will no longer neal

to be targeted in some scenarios, them till be much fewer silos in the former Soviet Union

(perhaps as few as 300 or less under Ph= II of the Joint Understanding), and there will be

much fewer mobile ICBMSfor bombers to cahse down. Also, since Soviet air defcnsa are no

longer being modernimd and are proabably deteriorating, bomber penetmbility is much more

certain than the Pentagonexpected it to be in the 199Qsif the Soviet Union still existed.

Like the Americanposition, the SovietiRussian position has some provisions that are

compatible with a MAD-PIus stmtegy. Perhaps the most surprising aspct of the Russian

position is the openaaxptww of counterforce inferiority vis a vis the United States. When the

Joint Understandingis impkmented, there will be a mnge of total st.mtegic warheads allowul

to either side. In a not-for-attributionbriefing, senior U.S. administration offlciah statal that

the United States would retain the higher level of warheads allowed under each phase of the

Joint Understanding(4,250 and 3,5CKI),and the Russians would retain the lower levels (3,8MI

and 3,CKKl).41The U.S. adrninistmtion may not bean infallible predictor of Russian Mont, but

there would be no need to include the lower total warhead kvels in the treaty if the Russians

intendsd to retain the same, higher numbers that the United States will reudn. Both S,ILT II

and STARTcalled for p=ise numerical strategic parity.

Russian acceptamx of numerical disparity is not as new as it may secm at first glance

however. ‘Ihc United Statu and the Soviet Union never had the same number of strategic
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warheadsin the pt. SALT II required parity in launchers, not warheads, and START required

parity in a combination of launchers and warheads, but there were special warhead counting

rules for bomber weapons that permit

warheads. What is new under the Joint

a disparity in numbers of real as opposed to counted

Understandingis that Russia is admitting that itwillnot

have precise parity with the United States Acceptanceof numerkl disparity is undesirable to

a max.imalist,w opemaccqtancc of dispafity would suggest a Russian tilt towards the MAD-

plus or minimalist strategy. But since the aaxptan= of disparity is only a change in

ap-ca and not reality, the open acceptance of disparity cannot be considered conclusive

evidenceof a Russian shift iii strategy.

Russian/CIS-Iations are even more likely to be purely budgetdriven than Amcrian

reductions,oonsidecingthe stateof collapse in the CIS economy, so Russian cancdlatiom cannot

be cmstrued as incontrovertibleevidence that a change in strategy has taken place. Under the

Joint Understu!ing, Russia is free to build up to the allowd levels by rcpiacing old M.IRVed

ICBMSwith rwwsinglewarhead ICBMS,or by retaining more than just its newest SLBMS,but

statements by U.S. oft’lciah and the inclusion of warhead ranges in the text of the agreement

suggest that tke options will not be pursued. It is likely that these options will not be pursued

becauseof their expcnso. The cumcnt Russianbudget is said to provide almost no funds for new

hardware.” .a

It is aim not certain that Russia can reduce its iriventory of warheads as fast as Mr.

YelMinhas offeral. The head of the Russian nuclear wqwns industry h~ stated that Russia

will need American monetary aid [o reduce its arsenal within ten years to the levels proposed
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by Mr. Yeltsin in January.a Fast achievement of Phase II of the Joint Understanding is

contingent UP U.S. fhncial aid to Russia.

Withoutthe Joint Undentanding, the Yeltsin and Gorbachevproposals tab alone could

havebeen interprettedas still sup~rting a maxinwlist strategy, so the Joint Understanding came

as a bit of a surprise. During his February 1992 visit to the United States, Yeltsin declared

Bush’sJanuary proposals ‘lopsided’. In a speech delivered to senior Russian military officers

in the week p-ing the June summit, Yeltsin declared that the United Statu was seeking

unilateraladvantageover Russia in calling for a MIRVed ICBM ban and implied that he would

not accept such terms.U Apparently, the MIRV ban was resisted up to the day before the Joint

Understandingwas signed. Resistance to a MIRV ban would be compatible with a maximallat

negotiatingposition. However, during the summit, Yeltsin gave in on an issue that a Russian

maximlistwith a strategic force heavily dependent on MIRVed ICBMSwould never be expected

to give in on.

The warhead levels in the Joint Understanding could reflect ei .x nuclear strategy.

Maximalistsare concerned primarily with the counterforcc lmlance, so a specific warhead level

alone cannot nocewuily be txmstmd as reflect.kg a particular strategy. However, maximalists

require enough weapons to .,.@t the McNamara criteria and txver a target base including un

opponent’sstrategic forces and leadership, and it may be difficult to moot these requirements at

the low level of arms in the Joint lJndcrsW~ding,

Analysis of the Russian position on the Joint Undcrstandlng suggest that it is very

possible thatPresidentYeltsin would like to adopt a MAD-plus or minimalist nuclear strategy,

though the evidenceis not conclusive. It will require more concise public statements of dcctrine
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than either Prcdcmt Bushor President Yeltsin have made so far to demonstrate clear evidence

of an intemtto try to changestrategies by either side. President Bush or his successor has the

authority and power to change American Wratqy. President Yeltsin, however, may not be the

final arbiter of Russiannuclear stratcgv Perhaps the important question to ask on the Russian

side, though, is not whatdoes Mr. Yeltsin think, but what does the former Soviet military think.

This will be discussed below.

What Has Changed? WY Should Strategies Change Tm?

Unlike superpowerstrategic doctrines, superpower threat perceptions are changing, and

this is what is pcrfnitting arsenals to change without doctrine changing. It is this change in

threat perception that allows the United Stat~ to halt B-2 production, cancel the Midgetman

program, and scrap the MX. These weapon systems were all designed for nuclear war fighting.

The supqowcrs no longerexpect to have to fight a nuclear war or to have to be prepared to

fight a nuclear war in order to deter the other side, so it is believed that war fighting weapons

can be safely abandoned. One mightargue that fiscal pressures arc driving force reductions, and

this iscertainly a mqjorfiactor. But both the United States and the Soviet Union were in difficult

economic situations before the end of the Cold War, and fiscal pressures were not producing

such drastic cuts then. It i~the change in the thrat that has permitted fiscal pressures to have

much more influenceover force structure planning. Change in threat perception can be thought

of as the fundamental cause of the force reductions or as a permissive condition, and fiscal

pressures can be thoughtof as the proximate cause.
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During tbe Cold War, the United States, at least the U.S. defense establishment, saw the

Soviet Union aa an implacable tit to U.S. interests and bent on world domination.~ ‘I’M

threat and adherence to the maximalist nuclear strategy drove the requirement for highly

counterforce-c.apablcweapons. IInthe wordsof General John Chain, former commander-in4ief

of the Strategic Air Command,

We need systems with improved accuracy and a better capability to penetrate
advanceddefensesand strike hardened targets. Weapons with prompt hard-target
capability are essential to disrupt Soviet attack plans as quickly as possible. It is
imperative that wc develop the capability to detect and attack the growing Soviet
mobile target set. Additionally, we must have other forces sufficiently durable
and flexible to hold remaining targets at risk throughout a nuclear conflict in
order to control escalation, prevent coercion, and convince the Soviets to end the
cmnflict.ti

This argument wss specifically used to endorse the MX missile, both silo and rail-based, and

the B-2 bomber.

With the end of the Cold War, the Department of Defense no longer considers a conflict

with the former Soviet Union likely, As Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney testifbd to

Congress,

It is improbablethat a global anventional challenge to U.S. and Western security
will emerge from the Eurasian heartland any time in the near fbtura Even if
some new leadership in Mo=w were to try to recover i~ lost empire in Central
Europe and to threaten NATO s,, then the reduction of its military, conventional
capabilities over the past several years would make the chances for suowss
remote without a prolonged period for forti generation and redeployment,47

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell, CIA Director Robert Uates, and Defense

[ntclligenee AgencyDirector Lt. Clcn, James Clapper have all made similar statemcnts,a Since

the need for escalationdominance in the event conventional hostilities arose drove the maximallst

fitrategy, {t can be assumed that the defense establishment sees the nuclear as well as tho
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American defense establishment does not

Robert Gates testified that unrest in the CIS

is still the most serious potential threat to U.S. security.4’ Powell and Chcney similarly point

out that the former Soviet arsenal, particularly the nuclear arsenal, still poses a significant

though greatly reduced threat to the United States.w

if the presence of a massive immediate threat drove the requirements for weapons like

the MX and the B-2, then the doclinc of the threat is driving the cancellation of these weapons.

For example, a Department of Defense press

a cap on B-2 production at 20 aircraft states,

release issued the day President Bush announced

With the transformation of the Soviet threat, America’s strategic bomber form is
less likely to face the sophisticated air defenses for which the B-2 is d~igned.
The current strategic force of B-lBs and B-52s can be adapted to ensure adequate
capabilities for strategic nuclear and conventional missions,$l

The ambiguity on nuclear strategy implied by the substance of President Bush’s proposals

suggests that a rcduccd perception of the threat and not a change of nuclear strategy is driving

reductions.

The transformation in threat perception in the CIS is similar to the one in the United

States, It is debatable how threatened the Soviet Union used to fcelt Sokolovskiy’s Soviet

Mhuy Wn&gy and later doctrinal statemetris in the Ogarkov cra state in no uncertain terms

that the Soviets viewed the United States as an immediate major threat to their security. ‘z Many

Amcricam may find it incredible lhat the Soviets really felt Americu hnd malevolent intentions

toward them, but Amt!rkxmperformance in the (.ldf War suggests that the Sov{ets had rcmon

to fear at IcastAmerican capabilities if not American intent, Itwas certainly reasonable fflr the
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Soviets to believe they would be challenged by the United States in any area of the g!obe where

they tried to expand their influence.

With the end of the Cold War, the former Soviets changed their perception of the threat

similar to the way Americans have done. During his trip to Washington in February, 1992,

President Yeltsin stated, ‘From now on, we do not consider ourselves to be potential nemies,

as it had been previously in oui doctrine’.” CM Commander-in-Chief Shaposhnikov has

similarly stated, ‘As to potential enemies, we simply do not have them. Our doctrine might be

described as an all round defense’,~ In justifying his abandonment of parity to Komsomdskaya

PruwiI afkerthe June Summit, Yeltsin said, ‘But we know one thing: We [Russia and the U.S.]

will not fight each other’.U Again, as is the case

Soviet military does not believe

American threat is rcduc.edo~

It is difficult to prove

procurement, since procurement

that there is no

with American defense planners, the former

threat from the United States, just that the

that Soviet or Russian threat perceptions drive weapons

decisions are rarely discussed in the Soviet or Russian/CIS

press. But the Soviet force structure of the 1970s and 1980s is very compatible with the

doctrine and threat perception of that era, so some wmelation between threat perception,

doctthe, and force structure probably exists, Since threatperception has changed b~~tdocfrine

remains ambiguous, it is likely that the change in threat perception is what is driving

ClS/Russian force posture changa

If threat pweptions arc changing and producing changes in force postures that mako

strategic arsenals less threatening, why does it matter if the superpowers change to the MAD-

plus strategy or stick with the old maximalist strategy? There are several reasons why a change
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in strategy !s still important. one is that the rejection of the maximalist,war-fighting strategy

will be conducive to continued cordial U.S. -Russian/CIS relations, Past Soviet and Ameria

war plans and force postures have been based in part on an analysis of the othsr side’s strategic

doctrine.n If one’s opponent publicly adheres to a war-fighting doctrine, it is not unreasonable

to assiime he or she might be planning on fighting a war. If the hxs-threatening MAD-plus

strategy is publicly adopted, it is more difficult to believe that one’s opponent is still planning

on fightinga nuclear war, which is in turn conducive to peacdhl relations. As long as the Cold

War strategies remain in place, prudent decision makers in both states should be less inclined

to think that the Cold War is completely over.

A secondreason the MAD-plus strategy should be adopted is that this strategy calls for

cheaper force postures. Highly-survivable counterforce capability that maximalists desire is

expensive, The MAD-plus strategy requires much less survivability and hard-target-kill

capability than the maximalist strategy and so can be implemented with much cheaper force

postum.~ The United Stateahas halted almost all strategic modemization, but it has not totally

re@ed counterforce modernization. The accuracy of the Minuteman 111ICBM will be

upgraded, The CIS was still building SS-18, mod 5 and SS-25 ICBMS and developing new

SLBMS before the Joint Understanding was signed.” Sud continued development and

deployment is only necemary if more of the hard-target-kill capability of the SS=18 and more

of the survivabilityof the SS-25 is desired.

A third reason the MAD-plus strategy should be adopted is to avoid a return to the arms

race if democracy in Russia and the CIS fails and the Cold War returns, The maximalist

strategy leads to arms races because of the quest for counterforce superiority, which requires
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constant attempts to deploy more or at least ‘better’ weapons as an opponent does the same

thing. The qual@ of a MAD-plus deterrent force is unchanged by fairly large fluctuations in

an opponent’s capability, so a change in one side’s capabilitk~ is unlikely to lead to an action-

reaction arms race if MAD-plus strategies are adopted.

One mightask, ‘If we return to the Cold War, won’t both sides revert to the maximalist

strategy anyway?’ This is possible, but the maximalist strategy is illogical, and if both sides

admit it is illogid and adopt MAD-plIJs strategies, it will be difficult to revert to the old

strategy. It may be difficult to admit in the first place that the ‘emperor has no clothes’, but

once everyone has admitted it, it is difficult to go back to pretending that a naked emperor is

fully clothed.

A final reason to change strategies, is that a change to the MAD-plus strategy will

increase strategic stability. If forces are cut and the old maximalist strategy is retained, the

United States and Russiacould end up with fcwcxxthat are incapable of meeting the doctrine’s

requirements for stabledeterrence. Security would thus dcpnd cmcontinued good will. If this

good will evaporates,the situation could be very unstable if either side has a force that it thinks

is unable to deti the other, As previously stated, many of the cuts announced by Presidents

Bush and Yeltsin arc not compatible with the old maxirnalist stmtegy, sc ., strategim do not

change, it is possiblethat neither side will have a secure dctment according to its own doctrine.

W Must Happenfor hfAD-Plus Strategies to be Adopted?

Civilian Ieadcrson both sides must give strategic policy to their military establishments

rather than take it, as has been done in the past. This will probably be wsicr to do in the United
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States than in the former Soviet Union. President Bush or his sucassor can decide that America

will adopca Wplus strategy and then give it to the Pentagon to be implemented. There may

be some,even extensive, bureaucratic resistance, but strong presidential effort, particularly from

a Republicanpresident who was Ronald Reagan’s vice president, should be able to overcome

bureaucratic resistance in the Pentagon.

It is umxtain how much control the new CIS leaders have over their military

establishments. It is unlikely that non-Russian !=ders have much cmtrol at all over the former

Soviet military. In December, Russian forces in -stan test-fired an SS-19ICBM, probably

configured to test its suitability as a space-launch vehicle, from a military base in Kau&hstan

to the Kamchatkapeninsula. Kazakh officials were unaware of

United States.w Under the CIS agreement for a unified nuclear

PresidentBoris Yeltsinhas actual physical control of former Soviet

the w! until queried by b

command, only the Russian

weapons, though this control

is to be exercised in consultation with the leaders of the other thrw former republics with

nuclear weaponson their Soil.d’

@d

,,~ ‘J
,- It remains to be seen how mutt control President Yeltsin

.:
military, and the Joint Understanding has not been well received by

has OVW the fOxlller-SOVkt

all of the top officers in the

former Sovietmilitary. At the press cmference following the signing of the Joint Ddaration,

Yeltsin stated that Russian IMfense Minister Pavcl Grachev had approved of the agreement

before itwas signed, and (Nachev has since come out in support of the agreement.~ However,

Grachev doa not have control over any strategic nuclear weapons, CIS Commander-in-Chief

Shaposhnikovdoes, and Shaposhnikov has been critical of the treaty, In the Russian prw,

Shaposhnikovhas described the agreement as being m agreement of intent for the time bdng;

//
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he has stated that there is no alternative to parity; and he has stated that it is up to the military

to finalize the agreememt.a

If the former Soviet m““

o

decides to resist the tmty, it is likely to do so indirectly

through fa-dragging on plim tation rather than by open revolt, though forceful measures

cannot be completely ruled out.* Military resistance to the treaty will not be without civilian

support. There is a largeconsewative contingent in the Russian parliament, and parliament must

ratifjf the new treatyjust like the U.S. Senate must ratify it on the American side. An example

of Russian consemative opinion on the treaty is as follows.

~ insane step has been taken toward our selfdestruction and unconditional
switch to the protectionof the U.S. nuclear umbrella, since the destruction of our
land-based strategic missiles is nothing but the complete abandonment of an
independent state-plicy and total surr6der.U

Yeltsin dcm have some leverage over the military.

institutional interest of the military is the social welfare of

It seems that currently the primary

its officers and men, and Yeltsin is

addressing this concern.

military because Russia

During the dissolutioncrisis, Yeltsin got the support of the Soviet

could pay them, and Gorbachev’s Soviet government could not.ti

Shody before the summit, Yeltsin signed a decree giving all Russian serviumen an 80 percent

pay increase, the second raise in as many months.“ If Yeltsin can successfully address these

military ir~rests, then perhaps he w produce a change in doctrine. The fact that Yeltsin’s

renunciationof parity in numbersof strategic warheads is a change in appearance and not in fact

may also help him gain

How W1 We how

military

mlgs

approval for the new agreement.

Have Changed?
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The W indicator of change will be a change in %mratory strategic policy. Public

staternemtsalone are not positive proof of intent bewse they could nf!oct ‘grandstanding’ for

public consumption or disinformation to Ml an opponent into complmcy. Hov ever, if

leadership mlly does undergo a change of intent and wants to enmmage reciprocity, themit

would probably make a public declaration of its change. A concrete change in declaratory

policy is, therefore, a ~ but not sufficient indicator of a change in strategy.

TIMsecond indimtor of change will be change in deployments. Statesmen may not

always act on what they WY, but they generally act on what they believe; therefore, a

combinationof declaratory policy change and changes in force deployments com@ible with the

new doctriii will be sufficient indicators of change. Changu in force deployments alone are

not enough, because both Sid= must change strategies simultaneously for the change to be

stable. A reactivecombinationof mutual declarations followedby force posture alterations will

be necessay for each side to know that the other is on the path of change.

One of the ~ific technical indicators that MAD-plus force pstures are replacing

max.imalistforce postures is that counterforce capability decline futer than warhead counts.

Scrappinghighlyhard-target-killcapable weapons first, like the MX , SS-18, and SS-24 ICBMS

deployed with ten warheads each, is the way to do this, Another indicator is that marginaI

imbalancesin sumivablecmmterforce capability not impcde reductions so long as each side can;

maintainan assured second strike capability after a few weapons for usc in LNOSare subwted

from its strategic forw

Many of the unilateral actions and some of the provisions of the Joint Understanding

match the indicatorsstated above. Changes in force pstures alone are not enough, though. As
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stated above, changes in force posture without changes in dwtrine can lead to dangerous

instabilitia if cudlict returns and one or both supqmwers discover they have cut their -S

to the point of not having a secure deterrent according to the doctrines they adhere to. A

mmbination of changesin force posture and changes in declarato~ dmtrine is the kt indicator

that a change in docgine has occurred. So far, only changes in force posture have occured,

someof whichprovideambiguousevidence of the strategy behind them, and time changes could

be driven purely by changes in threat perception and by fiscal pressures. As of now, it cannot

be determined if a change in strategy has occured.

WhatAbout the Fme of the CIS?

The future of the former Soviet Union is highly uncatain, A reasonable question to ask

is how would unificationof the former republics, total collapu of the CUJ,or the rise to power

of a ‘Russian Napoleon’ or a ‘Russian Hitler’ affect the benefits of adopting the W-plus

strategy?

There are three likely possible future states of unity for the former Soviet Union: there

could k a true union like theold union with one centnd authority, a semi-unified commonwealth

of mostly-sovereignS- like the CIS, or up to 15 completely separate states no more utifial

than the UNtd Statm and Canada are unified. In the event that there is a return to a strong

union, the U,S.-union relationshipwould be bilateral as it wu in the past, so traditional bilateral

deterrence theory wouldSLU1apply, If the CIS breaks up into completely separate states, then

the United States will still only have to deal with one superpower. Russia alone would still be

a nuclear superpower,but none of the other republics, even if they chose to retah their current
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nuclear wapus, would k Superpowers. The Ukraine, at currcmt levels, would have 1,656

strategic warheds, Kazakhstan 1,410, and Bela.m 72 compared to Russia’s roughly 7,700

strategic warhcah. a Only strategic weapons and a few tactical weapm in Belanu now remain

outside of Russia, and these wcapns should be tmnsferred to Russia by the end of the decade

ac.mrding to a protcd signed in Lisbon by the four nuclear republics and the UnitedStates.”

It is thus likely that Russia will be the only nuclear-annal former Soviet republic in a few years.

If the other republics decide to rcnigc on the Lisbon Protocol in the future, they will have even

fewer weaponsthan they have now and will be unable to credibly claim any nuclear stm~gy but

&minimalist or MAD-plus strategy.

The in-between case, in which the CM continues to exist as is, would also led to a

continuationof a bilateral strategic relationship in the future. Either all the members would w

in unison, similar to a new union for strategic purposes, or, on the other extreme, unity would

totally break down resembling the case of 15 different states discussed above. Thus, the future

state of unity among the former members of the Soviet Union will not change the Wratcgic

relationship between the United States and the swasor to the Soviet Union.

There arc two ways that th strategic nuclear relationship could cease to be bjlatcral,

neither of whicharc tikcly. The first is that Russia auld ampletcly unilaterally disarm, which,

given its proximity to nuclear-armed China, is unlikely regardless of how unthrcatcning they

consider the Unital States to be. The second is that both America am Russia could disarm to

a point of equality with Britain, France, and China. This second pxuibillty is also unlikely

since neither Russia nor America arc likely to be willing to accept nuclear equality to China.

The fcwanalyses that mentiona quintalatcra,lrelationshipuwa.llyex~t the current third nuclear
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powers to disarm prcptionally to the wprpowers thus retaining a situationof RusseAmesican

nuclear superiority.m If Russiaand America did chooseto acwpt parity with the other nuclear

POW=, thm Ody a M.AD-@us strategy would ~ W41w, killl= no OnC pOWti cadd

maintain the fivorable oounterforcebalance that rnaxirnalis~ desire againstmore than one other

power and certainly not against all four.

Another important possibility to consider is that a Russian ‘Napoleon’or even a ‘Hitler’

might arise. This is not neccma.dy likely, but it -not be discounted. Gorbachev tried to solve

the Soviet Union’sproblems, and if Yeltsin and some follow~n leader al~ fail, there could be

a rise of faw2isrnin Eurasia. The C.a9cof intawar Germany suggests that * is some

correlation betweeneconomicdifficulty and the rise of fascism.” Pr@dent Yeltsin himself l.iku

to point out this possibility.n He may be trying to scare the West into providing Russia wirh

more economic aid, but the possibility of a return to a hostile dictatorship is still red.

If such a leader arose and became hostile to the West, it would IM hard to maks a

maximalist stmtegy crdible again once both sides had already agreuj that ‘the Emperor has no

clothes’ and the MAD-phMstrategy is objectively more carect than the maximalist sbategy.

Even if a fiucist leader did make a reversion to maximallsm credible, and the United States had

to similarly revert, it is likely that the U.S. could rebuild a maximalist strategic posture much

more quickly than Russia could, given the current relative state of Western and Eastern

economies. If a fascistleader arose who was completely crazy, he or she could not be deterred

by any strategy. In this unlikely but possible event, the best that America could have done

before hand would lw to get both American and Russian arsenals as small as possible so such
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a leader might not be abk to destroy the worid. Adopting a MAD-plus strategy now is the best

Wayto do this.

Concibionf

The United States and Russia should adopt MAD-plus deterrent strategies in the post-

Cold War era. The benefits of adopting thiz strategy will be increased strategic stability if a

future crisis occurs, enhanced political cordiality between America and Russia as mutual fear

is fimher reducai and axscnalsbecome less threatening, and a maximized peace dividend. If

such a strategy is adc@cd by both states, it will be more difficult to return to the days of the

objectively irrational maximahst strategy and the accompanying large, expnsive, counter-f-

capable force postures that go with it.

America and Russia (or the CIS) must adopt the MAD-plus strategy simuhanmuslyp

because the MAD-plus strategy,while objectively more reasonable than the maximalist strategy,

may not be a crdible deterrent to an opponent who still believes the maximalist pm,

Whether or not this simultaneous transition can be achieved depends on the ability of American

and Russiancitilian kadem to convince their military establishments that it is safe to change.

This will be more difficult to accomplish in Russia than in the United States.

So far, a change of strategy has not taken ~lau. Many aslwcts of the reciprocal

unilateml reductions and the June Joint Understandingcould be interpreted as suggestinga desire

to move toward MAD-phJs strategies, but these actions alone cannot be reliable indicators or

producers of change. The September and January propals and the Joint Understanding are

being driven by changes in threat perception and fiscal pressures that could lead to a dangerous
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situation if threat pceptions rcven to Cold War norms because of the rise of a Russian or CIS

govcm-t hoatib to fhe West. Neither leader has y~ to make a firm policy statement that

such a shift should occur, and until such a policy statement is made, neither leader can be sure

the other is willing to make the change away fkom the old Cold War deterrent strategies. But

the rccipnxal unilateral reductions and the Joint Understanding could be gaxl first steps if the

intent is indeed to lead to a change in superpower strategy leading to maximized pace dividends

and a more stable world order.

:
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